Thh paper introduces the use of topological models and methods, formerly used to analyse computability, se tools for the quantification and classification of aqnchrvnoua compl-"ty.
This paper studies the class of problems called decision taakq input/output problems in which N asynchronous processes start with input values, communicate via shared memory and halt with private output values. We focus on a generalized version of Borosky and Gafni's Iterated Immediate Snapshot (11S) model [12] , called the Non-uniform Iterated Immediate Snapshot (NIIS) Model. The 11S model has already been mccessfully uued by Borowsky and Gafni [12] as part of their new simplified proof of the asynchronous computability theorem [26] . The model is a restriction of atomic snapshot memory that guarantees that processes' scan operations return views that cent ain non-decreasing sets of the participating processes' inputs. We believe it is a good first candidate for topological modeling since it has a particularly nice geometric representation, and hence easily lends itself to topological analysis, Keeping in style with Herlihy and Shavit's topological comput abllit y framework [26] , our theorem states that the worst case time complexity for solving a decision task in the NIIS model is equivalent to the minimal number of nontiorm chromatic subdivisions of the kmut comdex neceeaary to edlow a simplicial map from the i;put com~lex to the output complex. The theorem also immediately provides a matching upper bound given the subdivision and mapping.
The non-uniform chromatic subdivisions we introduce (See Figure 1 for examples) are a looser and more general form of standard chromatic subdivisions [26] . Unlike the iterated standard chromatic subdivisions used in the computabfit y work of [26, 12] , they allow individual simplices in a complex to be subdivided a different number of times, while assuring that the subdivision of the complex as a whole remains consistent. Non-uniformity is a necessary property when analyzing complexity, since the time complexity and hence the level of subdivision of an input simplex may differ from one eet of inputs to the next. Considering just the complexity of the worst case execution over all input sets would in many cases make a complexity theorem useless, since for example, for the approximate e agreement problem Aspnes and Herlihy [3] have shown that for any k one can find a set of inputs that will require time k in the worst case.
The power of our theorem lies in its ability to allow one to reason about the complexit y of problems in a purely topo-logical setting. As we show, the subdivisions of a complex are a clean and higher level way of thinking about the multitude of different length executions of a concurrent protocol. We found this topological representation helpful and are sure that it will prove to be an invaluable tool for designing and analyzing concurrent algorithms.
We provide two example applications of our theorem. In Section 6 we show tight upper and lower bounds on the time to achieve N process approximate agreement. The best known results, due to Aspnes and Herlihy [3] , imply an 0(log2 N) upper bound and an fl(log~N) lower bound computation, which will be npecified in Section 2. We close this gap, proving matching upper and lower bounds of This formula quantifies an interesting non-linear relationship between the number of names and the computation time used by a protocol solving N process renaming. It conforms with the 2N -1 < names(N) lower bound due to Herlihy and Shavit [26] and extends the time(N) = N upper bound of Borowaky and Gafni [10] using 2N -1 names. Table 1 shows several examples of how the time complexity and number of names vary for different values of N based on our formula, We derive the class of algorithms implied y the formula and their proofs in a purely geometric way Our formula implies a time(N) = 1 algorithm when names(N) = N(N + 1)/2. Though optimal in our model, this falh short of the O(N) bound of Anderson and Moir [2] in the Multi-reader Single-writer register model (MRSW) [27] , since known implementations of 11S from MRSW take @(Na) time.
Since we must introduce quite a bit of mathematical machinery in order to present our main theorem, we start out by describing it on an intuitive level.
A Ett of Intuition
It is perhaps best to explain our theorem by way of a simple example. Consider any comparison-based protocol solving the two-process veraion of the renaming problem with 3 names. The left hand side of F@re 1 describes the input and output complexes.
Recall that the name space 1We believe the upper bmmd formula is tight, and are currently working on a matching lower bound. time=  1  2  3 4 5  N=2  3  3  3 3 3  N=3  5  5 5 5  N=4  1:  8  7 7 7  N=5 15 12 10 9 9 of processes is very large, that is, the input complex contains many vertices corresponding to many possible process names. However, since this is a comparison-based protocol, they can be represented by two vertices p and q and two edges (l-simplices) between them representing the case where p > q and the case where p < q. The output complex is a cycle of l-simplices the describes all the pomible combinations of legal output values in two-process executions of renaming with three output names. Our complexity theorem says that the complexity of any protocol solving the renaming problem in the NIIS model is exactly the number of non-uniform chromatic nubdiviaiom necessary to allow a simplicial map a from the subdivided input complex to the output complex. And indeed a single subdivision will allow such a map as depicted on the right hand side. Hence this problem is solvable in the NIIS model in exactly one step by each process.
As will be shown in great detail later, the idea in that the added nodes oft he subdivision actually capture the possible different executions that may result from processes accessing an IS object. This can be seen in the labeling of the vertices that correspond to whether they saw the other process in the view returned from the IS object. The implied symmetric protocol appears in the middle of F@re 1.
What happens when we go to three processes? Well, a single subdivision of a 2-simplex looks like the left hand side of Figure 2 . Notice that, with 6 possible output names, we can label this complex so that all 2-simplices are labeled with 3 different names, one for each vertex. In general, as we show in Section 7, one can label a subdivided n-simplex corresponding to the N = n + 1 process executions of a protocol with N(N + 1)/2 names. Such a labeling corresponds to a simplici~map from the subdivided input complex to the output complex satisfying the task requirements. By our complexity theorem, this implies that one can solve renam2Meeting the problem restrictions -i.e. the map must be sytnmetric for all cue-where procemm have the same relative id order.
Q,2 P,3 0,2 "'a . However, if we only have 5 names, the readers can convince themselves that one needs to subdivide once more in order to subdivide the 2-simplex so that all subsimplices can be labeled with different names so as to satisfy the task requirement. The right hand side of Figure 2 shows how this can be done, and is an example of a non-uniform subdivision -some simplices are subdivided more than otherss This figure implies that with 5 names the time complexity of solving 3 process renaming is two. As with the two process case, the various "stacked" subdivided 2-simplexes in the figure correspond to the many possible input simplexes with different orders among the processes. The subdivision completely describes the solution algorithm 4, which is presented in Pigure 6. Extending this reasoning to higher dimensions allows us to derive our upper bound formula.
Finally, consider the approximate agreement problem, which we discuss in detail in Section 6. We are able to explain and close the upper/lower bound gap implied by Aspnes and Herlihy's approximate agreement work [3] . Consider F~gure 5, which shows the subdivisions induced by a three process approximate agreement protocol on some given input set. Aspnes and Herlihy derive their lower bound for any N process algorithm from a "bad" execution in which only the two processes with inputs farthest apart participate. Such en execution in the figure corresponds to a sequence of subdivisions of the edge between P and Q. Since each subdivision introduces two new vertices and splits the edge in three, one can only get a logs bound in this way. However, note that if one considers three processes, a 2-eimplex rather than just an edge must be subdivided, and es we show, no matter how one subdivides it, there will always be a path between P end Q that includes vertices of R (marked by a darker color in the figure) that will be cut by at most a half in each subdivision, implying a tight 10S1 IOWerbound.
'One could also in this caee provide a uniform/canonical chromatic subdivision, but it would be significantly more complicated and the implied algorithm would have qll procesces take the two ctepe, *We chooce in Figure 6 to make the unique process be the one with highest id, but itcould just as well be the one with smallest id or any other such quantification based only on comparison of ids.
The Itersted Immediate Snapshot Model
This section presents our non-uniform veraion of the Iterated Immediate Snapshot model of computation. Borowsky and Gafni's immediate snapshot object (IS) [10] is by now a standard building block for the construction and analysis of asynchronous, distributed shared memory systems. It is essentially equivalent to a restriction of standard one-shot atomic snapshot memory, in which each maximal sequence of writes by some set of processes is immediately followed by a maximal sequence of reads by the same set of processes. More specifically, the object consists of a shared array of n + 1 cells, indexed by {O, . . . . n}, and supports a single type of external operation, called writ eread, which writes a value to a single shared memory array cell, and subsequent y returns a snapshot of the entire array. In particular, for O < i < n, the operation urltaread(u) i writes a value to the i-th celI of the IS object, and subsequently returns a snapshot of the array. Any IS object is set-lineerizable [32] . This implies that each execution can be linearized such that the invocations of concurrent writ eread operations occur before the comesponding responses. As a consequence, concurrent writ eread operations return identical snapshots of shared memory. If two accesses to memory are not concurrent, the response of one occurs strictly before the invocation of the other. This guarantees that processes' writ era ad operations return views that contain non-decreasing sets of the participating processes' inputs.
The iterated 1S (IIS) model was recently formulated as a computation model by Borowsky and Gafni [12] . We note that the iterated use of immediate snapshots and their topological formulation as standard chromatic subdivisions were introduced by Herlihy and Shavit in their upper bound proof [25, 26] . The 11S model assumes art infinite sequence 1s0,1s1 ,1s2. . . of IS objects. In any execution a of a fullinformation protocol in this model, each participating process i starts by applying its input value ui to the fist IS object, The set of processes that execute at least one inv.~rit eread action in a is called the participating set in a. Each process then applies the output value of this IS object as input to the second IS object, and so on. Each participating process passes through e~actly k IS objects in sequence, for some integer k, and then applies a teak-specific decision map J to the output returned from the last IS object.
We generalize the 11Smodel used by Borowsky and Gafni and Herlihy and Shavit [12, 26] by introducing the taonuniform ZIS (NILS) model. Unlike the standard 11S model, which has the property that each participating process i accesses thesame number of IS objects in every execution of a given protocol, the NIIS model is a reactive model of computation.
More specifically, the number of IS objects accessed by any two distinct processes in a given execution need not be the same, and similarly the number of objects accessed by any process may vary from execution to execution. Any full-information protocol in this model may be expressed in normal form as in Figure 3 , by properly picking the ia_f inal~t ate predicate for each process. At each step of the protocol, each process checks whether it has reached a final state, in which case it applies the task speciilc decision map to its state end halts. Otherwise, it~ritereads its current state to the next IS object, and so on.
Non-uniformity is necessary when building a model suitable for the development of a complexity theory, since the number of st eps taken by a process may differ from execution to execution and from input set to input set. Considering just the complexity of the worst case execution over all input sets would in many cases make a complexity theorem useless, since for example, for the approximate e agreement problem Aspnes and Herlihy [3] have shown that for any k one can find a set of inputs that will require time k in the worst case. We can now define the complexity measures to be used for analyzing the performance of protocols in the NIIS model. Let 'P be a protocol in the NIIS model Bolving a given decision task, let 1 be an input vector, and let a be any execution of P on inputs in 1. Let ti be the number of IS objects accessed by process i in a. We first define the time complexity of a.
Definition
2.1 The time complexity of a, denoted t=, is max; ti, the mazimal number of IS objectu acce#sed b~any protean.
We now use the definition given above to define the time complexity of P on the input vector 1. This section lists a few of the basic topological definitions and concepts that we shall need for modeling dectilon tasks and wait-free prot ocole in the NI IS model. These definitions are fairly standard, and are mainly taken from popular textbooks on algebraic topology [31, 36] . q The interjection Uq of any two simplicea S'", T in K", where q~m,p~n, i8 contained in K".
The dimension of a complex K" is the highcct dimemion of any of its simplexes. An n-dimensional complex (or ncomplex) is pure if every simplex is a face of some n-simplex. All complexes considered in this paper are pure. A simplex in K" with dimension n is called a mm"mal simplex. Given a simplex Sn, let S" denote the complex of all faces of S", and let S"-l denote the complex consisting of all proper faces of S". For O~p < n, we define the pskeleton of K", denoted skeP(K"), to be the complex of all simlices in K" of dimension p or less. For simplicity, we henceforth refer to the simplicie+l vertex map~as the simplicial map, without actual reference to the continuous extension p., which is less relevant for our purposes. As a further abuse of notation, we typically write p : K -t L when we refer to the simplicial vertex map.
A coloring of a complex K" is a non-collapsing simplicial map x : K" + 5", where S" is an n-simplex. Intuitively, this corresponds to a labeling of the vertices of the complex such that no two neighboring vertices (connected by a l-simplex) have the same label. A chromatic 8ubdivi8ion of~is a chromatic complexs uch that~is a subdivision of K$', and for all Srn in~, x1(S'")~Xo(carrier(Sm)).
A simplicial map p : This definition is extended to complexes in the natural way, by starring all possible pairs of simplices.
The Non-Uniform Chromatic Subdivision
The standard chromatic subdivision waa introduced by Herlihy and Shavit [24, 25] , and has since been used by a number of researchers. It is essentially a chromatic generalization of the hmdard barycentric subdivision horn classical topology. For the sake of simplicity in this abstract we present here an informal definition. The full paper includes a formal definition and proof that the standard chromatic tmbdivision is indeed a subdivision.
Let K" be a pure chromatic complex, and let S" = (5'0,... , F.) be a maximal simplex in K", where id(ii) = i, the id of process i. In the standard chromatic subdivision of S", denoted x(S"), each m-simplex, where m~n, has the form ((0, s0) ,... , (m, S*)), where Si is a face of S=, such that (1) i~ids(si), (2) for d SJ and Sj, one is a face of the other, and (3) if~E id~(Si)$ then Sj~Si. The standard chromatic subdivision of X" is just the union of all the A?(S"), as S" ranges over all the n-aimplices in K".
Applying the standard chromatic subdivision k times, where k >1, yields a subdivision A!*(P) = A!(A'*-l (K")), which we call the kth iterated standard chromatic subdivision. The number k is called the level of the subdivision. The 2-simplex with vertexes in {a, d, e} in the left hand side of F@re 4 is ntandard chromatically subdivided. So is its l-simplex edge {a, e}. (Ignore the fact that the complex aa a whole isn't ). We introduce the concept of a non-uniform chromatic aubdivisio~a generalization of the standard chromatic subdivision in which the different simplices of a complex are not necessarily subdivided the same number of times. Informally~each non-uniform chromatic subdivision of a complex K", A!(lC'), is constructed by choosing, for each n-simplex in K", a single face of the simplex (a face can be of any dimension and could also be the whole simplex) to which we apply the standard chromatic subdivision. We then induce the subdivision onto the rest of the simplex. This is best seen in Figure 4 . lts right hand side shows a valid non-uniform chromatic subdivision of a complex where the simplex {b, c, d}'s subdivision is the result of subdividing its l-face {c, d} once end then inducing this subdivision onto the rest of the simplex. The left hand side is not a legal subdivision since the 2-simplex {a, f+d} has two subdivided faces. A k-th level non-uniform itemted chromatic subdivision is generated by repeating this process k times, where only simplices in faces that were subdivided in round k -1 can be again subdivided in phase k. The complex on the right hand side of F@re 4 is an example of a valid nonuniform iterated chromatic subdivision.
Later, we will show that these structures correspond in a natural way to the set of protocol complexes in the NIIS model of computation.
in fact, it turns out that each nonuniform chromatic subdivision is equal to some protocol complex of NIIS (up to isomorphism). A non-uniform chromatic subdivision of K" of level k, which we typically denote #(P), can be obtained by applying the procedure described above iteratively k times, in such a way that, at each step, none of the continuing vertices are part of the set of stopped vertices from the previous step.
Informally speaking, a non-uniform chromatic subdivision of level k is one in which there is some simplex in K" which is subdivided k times, but no simplex that is subdivided more than k times. Note that if we always choose C equal to T, we get the iterated standard chromatic subdivision of K", A!*(K"). Hence for all k > 0 there exists some non-uniform iterated chromatic subd%ion of level k. The full paper includen a proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2 Ang non-uniform chromatic wbdiviaion~k (K") is a chromatic subdivision of K".
The level of subdivision necessary for the existence of a simplicial map from the input to the output complex of a decision task that agrees with the task specification can be interpreted es a topological measure of the task's time complexity. The following definition introduces some usefirl constructs for reasoning about this relationship.
Definition 4.3 Given a decision task (Z", 0", r) and a nonnegative integer k, we sa~that~k (P) ia a mapable~ubdi-vi~ion of the input complez, and k i~a mapable level of subdivision if there ezists some color and carrier prwerving gimpliciai map p jivm @(~)
to 0" such that for all T'" in 2k(Z"),
L@'") 6 r(~].
This definition extends naturally to individual simplices as the subdivision of the complex as a whole induces different levels of subdivision on the individual simplices, in accordance with the idea that, in order to solve a decision task, some processes may have to do more computational work than others, and some inputs may require more computation than othera.
R 5 An Asynchronous Complexity Theorem
We can now state our main theorem. Herlihy and Shavit [26] , the theorem states that solvabfit y of a decision task (Z", 0", r) in the NIIS model is equivalent to the existence of a color and carrier preserving simplicial map p from some non-uniform chromatic subdivision %k (~) to 0" that agrees with the task specification r. The theorem provides per-input upper and lower bounds on a wait-free protocol solving the task; Suppose ksm is the least integer such that there is a non-uniform subdivision of Z with level ksm on S'"; Then the theorem states that any protocol solving the task must have worst case time complexity on Sm of at least ksm. Conversely, given a non-uniform subdivision with level ksm on Sm and a simpliciel map~, we can conet ruct a prot oCO1with complexity ksm on S"' as follows; Simply run the normal form protocol of Figure 3 . Since each process can locally store the .mbdvision and mapping, isti inal~t at e just needs to test if a local-vieri is equal to some node din the subdivision and if so return p(t7).
We note that there may be decision tasks for which there is no protocol in the NIIS model which is optimal on all the possible input sets. If such a protocol exists, however, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that it corresponds to a mapable non-uniform chromatic subdivision that is optimal, in the sense that its level on each simplex is minimal.
Approximate Agreament
As an application of our complexity theorem, we will analyze the well-known approximate agreement task, in which each process i is given a real-valued input Zi, and is required to decide on some output vi such that, for some predetermined c >0, maxyi-minyi < e,andforalli, yi E [mhzi, xnaxzi]. Aspnes and Herlihy [3] proved 5 a lower bound that implies a worst case time complexity of llog~"x "'~m'""~j and an upper bound of llog2 '"X "~m'""~j. This leaves a small but intriguing gap. We now show that this gap is not simply a technical fluke. Our theorem provides both the lower bound and the matching upper bound algorithm. We hope to convince the reader that this is an excellent example of how topological modeling exposes subtle points which would otherwise be difficult to grasp.
The key intuition behind our ability to close the upper/lower gap is depicted in Figure 5 , which shows the subdivisions induced by a three process execution on some given 'Though their proofs are for the read/write register model, they carry onto ourk among vertexes to e: However, note that if we consider three process executions, which requires that we look at the entire subdivided simplex in Figure 5 , we run into a problem. No matter how we subdivide the 2-simplex, there is always a path between p and q thatincludes r's middle vertex (marked by a darker color), and will only be added a single vertex per subeimplex in each subdivision phase. Thue, the distance among outputs on this path can be cut by at most a half in each iteration, hence our tight logz lower bound. Of course, the upper and lower bound proofs need not mention the actual executions; All we need to do is argue about the geometry of the input and output complexes and then apply Theorem 5.1.
Proof.
We first establish the lower bound. Let P be a protocol that solves approximate agreement with worst case complexity ks on S, where S is any input simplex of dimension n > 0. Then the asynchronous time complexity theorem stat es that there is some mapable non-uniform chromatic subdivision~k (Z), with level ks on S. We will show [ . . that ks > logd~~. The proof uses the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2 Let 1< k. Label the vertices of # (S) with real numberd in a way that agreen with the initial value labeling of S, and let 1S be the level of Z*(S). Then
Proof.
Suppose for simplicity of argument that 1 = 1s. We first give the proof for the case of two processes where d = 3. By definition of ISI, there is a l-simplex U = (ui, u; ) in S SUA that IUI = ISI. The complex 21(U) contains at most 31 l-simplices, denoted U1,... , U~, where M < 3k. These form a continuous path from do to dl, the endpo~ts of which are labeled with val(tlo ) and val(ril ), respectively. So the best we can do is cut IUI in 31 pieces. The triangle inequality tells us that IUI s~~1 IUil~Mrn=i Iui]~3krn=i Iuil. Hence m~i lUi I~-lU1/31 = lS1/3~. The lemma follows, since m8XilUil~IXI(S)I.
We now prove the case where d = 2. We argue by induction on 1. The case 1 = O is trivial. Now suppose the claim is true for 1-1. By definition of 1~1-1 (S)1, there is a l-simplex U = (ui, ?ii) in S such that IUI = l%-l(S)l. U is a face of some 2-simplex U' = (ui, ui, tiz ) . Suppose that the next levels of non-uniform chromatic subdivision does not subdivide U completely. Then there is some l-simplex Tin the non-uniform subdivision~f U' with [Tl z [U'1/2. Siice IU'I = it?-' (S)1 and TI < 1A?(S)1, the lemma follows by induction.
Suppose the next level of subdivision does subdivide U' completely. Then this subdivision has an internal vertex A2, colored with id(iil ), and two neighboring l-sirnplices To = (ZO, %)
and T1 = (r%, iii) . Then the triangle inequality tells us that IUI < IToI + IT1I <2 m=i lTil It follows that l~i(S)l~IX1-l (S)1/2. The lemma follows by induction. 
in~k (Z), P(T) E I"(carrier(T)).
We can associate this map with a labeling of the vertices in #(Z) as follows. Label each vertex Z in #(Z) with md(p(u~). This labeling agrees with the input value labeling of Z, since for any vertex E, the task specification requires that for any simplex SO that cent ains d, it must be the case that IJ(V7 E ISOI, where ISOI is the range of the value labels on SO. Choose two neighboring simplices SO and S1 containing ti such that ISOIn ISI I = val(d). It follows that P(3) = ual(~. Now let T be any simplex in @(Z). By definition of p, P(T) is a simplex in 0, and hence IP(T)I <c. It follows that ITI = IP(T)I < c, and hence that l~h(~)l <e, where IX*(Z) I is equal to naaz=c~k(m ITI. Clearly, for SWIY input simplex S, it follows that the labels on the restriction of~'(Z) to S,~&(S), have range lees than E. The previous lemma then states that e > l#(S)l z~.
We conclude that
To prove the upper bound we now construct a mapable non-uniform chromatic subdivision~k (Z) of the input complex with level ks = P~d+~'ned input 'impl= '. 's argued above, the requirement that the subdivision be mapable is equivalent to saying that there is a vertex labeling of~k (T) that agrees with the initial value labeling of Z with the additional property that I%k(7) I < e. For each level of subdivision k, for each maximal simplex T in the current non-uniform subdivision %k (Z), choose the maximal face S of T such that IS[ < .s as stopped vertices, the rest are continuing. If the dimension of C is 1, label the new vertices in~*+* (C) = X(C) with (2 min ual(C) + max uaZ(C))/3 and (rein vai(C) + 2 max wal(C))/3. Otherwise, label the new vertices with (rein val(C) + max ual(C))/2. It ia clear from this construction that, at each step, for all simplices S in Z we have that, if 1~'(S)l > c, then either l~k+~(S)1 = l~k(S)l/d), or 1%'+1 (S)1 < c. It follows that the level ks 0''k(z) 'n s'sPOQ"4 'e cOnclude 'rem 'heasynchronous time complexity theorem that there is a wait-free protocol that solves approximate agreement with worst case I time complexity logd~J on input S where d = 3 for two processes and d = 2 for three or more.
In this section we use the asynchronous complexity theorem to analyze the complexity of the renaming task of Attiya et rd. [6] , in which at most N = n+ 1 processes are given unique input names taken from a large name space, and must choose unique output names taken from a smaller name space. A protocol is comparison-baaed if the only operations a process can perform on process ids is to test for equalit y and order; that is, given two process ids P and Q, a process can test for P = Q, P~Q, and P~Q, but cannot examine the structure of the ident ifiere in any more detail (e.g., it cannot test whether P is prime). We will only consider comparisonbaeed protocols in this section.
Let A end B be complexes where each vertex is labeled with a process id,and possibly with a value. B is a recoloring of A if there exists a bijective simplicial map (not colorpreserving) p: A+13 that is (1) order-preserving on process ida:
and (2) such that for eueryface T ofSP, P'(l-@k(T))) = #( P(Fk(T))).
The additional condition captures the notion that the behavior of comparison-based protocols does not change if processes are renamed in an order-preserving way. The proof of this theorem is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 5.1, except that it is necessary to check at each step that the equivalence-under-recoloring property continues to hold. Similar bounds follow immediately for the AS and MRSW models since Borowsky and Gafni [10] show that one can implement 11S in the AS model in~(n) time and in time @(na) in the MRSW model. We now sketch the main idea behind the proof. Our complexity theorem says that the complexity of any protocol solving the renaming problem in 11S is exactly the number of chromatic subdivisions necessary to allow a "symmetric" simplicial map from the subdivided input complex to the output complex. And indeed, for N = 2 processes a single subdivision suffices to allow such a map as depicted on the right hand side of F@re 1. Labeling this subdivision symmetrically requires 3 names and the resulting algorithm requires exactly one time step. For N = 3 processes, a single subdivision of a 2-simplex looks like the left hand side of F&pme 2. Notice that with 6 possible output names we can label this complex so that all 2-simplices have different labels, which implies that one can solve renaming in this case in a single time step. The various "stackedn subdivided 2-eimplexes in the figure correspond to input simplexes with different ordem among the processom. For the sake of our discussion it is enough to think about the "top" one.
If we only have 5 Names, We need to subdivide the 2-simplex 110that all subsimplices can be labeled with different names. The right hand side of Figure 2 shows how this can be done, and is an example of a non-uniform subdivisionsome simplices are subdivided more than othem. Though one could also in this case provide a uniform/canoniced subdivision, it would be significantly more complicated and the implied algorithm would have all processes take two steps. F&me 2 implies that with 5 names the time complexity of solving 3 process renam'mg is two, As with the two process case, the subdivision completely describes the solution algorithm, M shown in Figure 6 . The two process algorithm we refer to appears in Figure 1 For N = 4, one step induces a standard chromatic subdivision X(SS ) of the input 3-simplex such that each 2-face of Ss can be labeled with 6 names as in the case of N = 3, and the 3-simplex in the center of Z(SS ) (the one corresponding to executions in which all processes see all others' values) is labeled using 4 additional names, a total of 10 names. We refer to all the 3-simplexes of A?(SS) apart from the central one as the outer 3-simplexes.e Now, if we wish to remove one name from the labeling, we need to subdivide, say, the 2-faces of the input simplex so that they use 5 names as in the case of N = 3, and then induce this subdivision non-uniformly onto the whole subdivided simplex 'We choo~e to make the unique procem be the one with highest id, but it could just as well be the one with Bmallest id or any other such quantification based only on comparison of ids.
X(SS ) (in other words, subdividing each 2-simplex on the face of Ss induces a non-uniform subdivision of the outer 3-simplex that contaim it in the subdivision X(SS )). However, this additional time step allows us to introduce an additional subdivision in the center 3-simplex of %(S3 ) by taking one of its l-faces S1 and subdividing it as in the case of N= 2. Note that this does not require accessing a new (third) IS object, since in terms of the executions implied by the subdivision, after the first time step of the algorithm (in which the 1st IS object is accessed) the execution proceeds in one of the outer 3-simplexes or in the center one but not in both. As we will prove in the full paper, As we will show in the fidl proof, one can label the induced subdivided 3-simplexes of X2 (Ss ) resulting from the subdivision of S1 by using the same names that appear on the internal vertexes of the subdivided 2-facee of Ss. Thus, if time(4) = 2 one can eliminate 2 names at the price of 1 time step, requiring a total of 8 names. Now, if time(4) = 2, we cannot remove any additional names from the 2-simplexes on the face of the subdivision. This is because 5 names is the lower bound (see [26] ). We can however eliminate one additional name from the center 3-simplex, by, instead of subdividing a l-simplex on its face, subdividing a 2-simplex and labeling all its original vertexes with the same name. This subdivision requires 5 names and is exactly as in the N = 3 case (and hence two time steps) using the same names of the 2-simplexes Sa on the boundary of Ss, with only the names of the original vertexes of E2 replaced by one of the names of the center simplex. The original vertexes of the center 3-simplex are thus labeled using only two names (the ones on its subdivided 2-face are all labeled the same), and the faces of Ss and the internal simplexes of the subdivision are labeled using 5 names, a total of 7 names. We derive the upper bound by extending this same reasoning inductively to higher values of N, where starting with the N(N + 1) subdivision, the 1st time step we add cuts N -2 names, the second N -3 and so on. We now proceed to the proof.
(Of Theorem 7.2) Our complexity theorem says that the complexity of any protocol solving the renaming problem in the N1lS model is determined by the level of non-uniform chromatic subdivision necessary to allow a symmetry-preserving simplicial map from the subdivided input complex to the output complex. As argued above for the case of approximate agreement, such a simplicisd map corresponds to a symmetric 1-beling of the vertices of the subdivided input complex that agrees with the tti specification, that is, no two vertices on a simplex have the same label.
Given an input simplex S to the lV-process renaming problem, where N >1. Suppose without loss of generality that the process ids of the vertices in S are in the range o,... , IV-1 and in increasing order, that is, id(tii) < M(tij) if and only if i < j. Suppose also that there are n = nmnes(N) available names, taken from the set {1, . . . , n}, and that the available time is t = time(N).
The proof proceeds by inductively building symmetric"dy labeled nonuniform subdivisions having maximal level t and labels taken from the n names given above, where n and t are in accordance with the formula given above. For lack of space we only provide the construction of each such subdivision, and leave the proof that it is valid to the full paper. For ease of argument, we express the formula more compactly as follows: Let~(N, t) = w -~N -i, for all N > 1, i=2 1~t~N -1. Then Theorem 7.2 says that there is a renaming protocol for N processes using n names and t time if f(N, t) < n < f (N, t) . We will provide a general construction for the case where the number of names used is n =~ (N, t) . The in-between case, in which f(N, t) < n < f(N, t -1), follows, since we can justrun the algorithm for~(lV, t) names whose output complex of this algorithm is a subcomplex of the output complex for n, thus providing a solution in this case too.
We tirat consider the case where N = 2. We show how to subdivide and symmetrically label (with output values) a typical input simplex, S = (tie, ZI). As discussed above, the labeling will correspond to a simplicial map satisfying the task specification. Suppose without loss of generality that id(do) < id(t71). The resulting aubditilon and simplicial map correspond to one of the two l-simplexes in Figure 4 . The subdivision imsimply a sbndard chromatic subdivision of the entire simplex, and the simpiiaal map~is defied by the labelings on the vertices. The level of subdivision is 1, and the number of names used is 3, which is in accordance with the formula, since (2. 3)/2 -(2 -2) = 3. The symmetry requirement is clearly satisfied, since the choice of which vertex gets the bigger name depends only on the relative ordering of the original mmes. We denote this labeled subdivision for Cl (1,2,3)(S), and we will use it as an initial building block in the ensuing induction. The notation C] (1,2,3) should be interpreted as follows; The subscript 1 indicates the dimemion of the input simplex, which is one less than the number of processes that participate. The entries in the parentheses act as place holders for labels. In this simple case, the labels used are 1, 2 and 3. The relative ordering of the place holders matters, as it corresponds to the relative ordering of process ids.
Assume by induction that the result holds for 2,... , N -1 processes. We will establish it for the case of N processes. Let S=(iiO,... , fiN. I ) be an N -l-dimensional input simplex to the N process re naming problem.
We first show how to subdivide and label S in the extreme case where n =2 N-landt =N-l. The right hand side of F@ure 2 shows how this is done in the case of N = 3, n = 5 and t = 2, where each big triangle corresponds to a subdivided simplex S. We see thatthe entire simplex is subdivided once according to the standard chromatic subdivision, with the l-simpl.ices corresponding to the boundary of the original simplex labeled according to Cl (1, 2,3). The internal 2-simplex is labeled using 4,5, and one edge (the one labeled with only 4's) is subdivided and labeled further using Cl (4,2,3).
In general, wc first subdivide the entire simplex once according to the standard chromatic subdivision. We say a vertex in this subdivision is ezternalif its carrier is a proper face of S, and internal otherwise. By our induction hypothesis, we already know how to solve N -1 process renaming with 2N -3 available names in time N -2.. This solution corresponds to the labeled non-uniform subdivision CN-2 ( 1,2,3, . . . , 2N -3) of level N -2,
We continue subdividing the subcomplex opanned by the external vertices so that eventually the mbcomplex corresponding to each (N -2)-face of S is subdivided and labeled according to CN_a (1,2, 3,... , 2N -3 ). These subdivisions are all induced onto the entire subdivided simplex in the obvious way, that is, by replacing the face with the appropriate ely subdivided face and starring this with all VW. tices in the complex that were connected to the face before the replacement. This is in accordance with the definition of the non-uniform chromatic subdivision.
